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Primary school, grades 5 & 6. The duration of the competition is 75 minutes. 

The answers must reflect the competitors own work and during the competition, no help is allowed. 

Good Luck! 

3 point questions 

1. Match:   

a. What 1. ….. did you make this salad? 

b. What 2. ….. did you find in my room? 

c. Who 3. ….. did you lie to me? 

d. Where 4. ….. colour are your socks? 

e. How 5. ….. was John Lennon? 

f. Why 6. ….. did you meet Jack? 

A) a-4, b-2, c-5, d-1, e-6, f-3     C) a-2, b-4, c-5, d-6, e-1, f-3 

B) a-4, b-2, c-5, d-6, e-3, f-1    D) a-2, b-4, c-3, d-5, e-6, f-1 

2. The first person to …..  in a plane ….. Orville Wright in 1903. The plane was ….. Flyer 1 and 
the flight ….. for 12 seconds. 

A) fly, was, called, lasted     C) flying, is, calling, lasted 

B) flew, was, calling, lasting    D) fly, was, called, lasts 

3. Match: 

1. meow     2. cluck cluck     3. cock-a-doodle-doo     4. moo     5. bow wow   
6. quack quack     7. eek     8. oink     9. baa 

 
A) a-6, b-5, c-8, d-3, e-7, f-1, g-9, h-2, i-4 C) a-6, b-3, c-7, d-2, e-5, f-1, g-9, h-8, i-4 

B) a-6, b-2, c-7, d-3, e-5, f-1, g-9, h-8, i-4 D) a-6, b-7, c-5, d-2, e-8, f-1, g-9, h-3, i-4 

4. Kate, do not Bring Bob to my birthday party. You know he’s ……. . He can’t behave himself. 

A) on my mum’s black list     C) in my  black memory 

B) on my dad’s black end    D) in my black mind 
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5.  

A) night, might, light, bright, right, tight 

B) right, night, bright, light, tight, might 

C) night, tight, light, bright, might, right 

D) night, tight, bright, light, right, might 

6. You start your journey in Plymouth. 

You go north – east and then straight north. 

Next you head east. You reach: 

A) London 

B) Manchester 

C) Belfast 

D) Glasgow 

7. The name of the main character in The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey is: 

A) Bilbo Buggins B) Billy Boggs  C) Balbo Biggins  D) Bilbo Baggins 

8. The correct set is: 

 
 

 

 

9. In Lisa in China, Lisa goes to China in: 

A) April   B) May   C) July   D) September 

10. In Lisa in China, Lisa’s last words are: “I wouldn’t ….. this experience for all the tea in China” 

A) choose   B) trade   C) buy   D) sell 
 

4 point questions 

11. Andrew: Can you lend me some money? 
Betty: ….. . 

A) Ask everyone else  B) Ask something else C) Ask somebody else D) Ask none else 

12. You read the letter „a“ in ….. different ways: 

car   dad    plane     ball     wash     man     are      back     baby 

A) 5    B) 6    C) 7    D) 8 

13. Match: 

 
 

a. square   b. triangle       c. rectangle    d. circle    e. pentagon 

A) 1d, 2c, 3e, 4a, 5b  B) 1d, 2e, 3c, 4b, 5a C) 1d, 2e, 3a, 4c, 5b D) 1d, 2e, 3b, 4c, 5a 

14. I know you, Tom. I don’t want you to promise me that again. I want it ….. . 

A) black on white  B) in black   C) in black and white D) written in black 
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15. Moira: Thank you very much for your present, Stella. I really needed it. 
Stella: I’m happy to hear that. I wasn’t sure about it at first. Do you really like it? 
Moira: Of course I do. We usually drink a lot of tea and need hot water all the time. And 
guess what? Ours broke last week! 

Stella bought Moira: 

A) cooker   B) microwave  C) kettle   D) tea cup 

16. Look, Ron, take these plates to the kitchen. …... . 

A) My friend   B) There’s a good boy C) Don’t worry  D) Surely 

17. In Madame Tussaud’s Museum, you can see an exhibition of: 

A) wax figures  B) paintings  C) stuffed animals D) gold rings 

18. London Bobby is: 
A) a magic hat      C) a policeman 
B) a guardian at Buckingham Palace  D) a bird 

19. In Lisa in China, Lisa buys a few traditional gifts in Shanghai. For her friend Ellie she buys: 

A) a beautiful silk dress    C) a pearl necklace 
B) a Chinese silk scarf     D) chopsticks 

20. According to Lisa in China, match 

1. Ocean Park in Aberdeen a) a famous dish 
2.Tiananmen b) a square 
3. Qin Shi Huang c) a place with lots of attractions 
4. Oriental Pearl d) the first emperor of China 
5. Peking Duck e) a TV tower 

A) 1c, 2b, 3d, 4e, 5a  B) 1c, 2e, 3d, 4b, 5a C) 1b, 2e, 3c, 4d, 5a D) 1b, 2c, 3e, 4d, 5a 

5 point questions 

21. Hilary didn’t like the T-shirts she got from her Mum, so she gave ….. .. 

   A) Brian them   B) them Brian  C) them to Brian  D) to Brian them  

22. Sue asks Bob …… him. 

A) how can she help  B) how she can help C) if how she can help D) how help can she 

23. Alan ….. the windows,….. the car, …..the lawn and ….. the flowerbeds, ….. and ….. the 
roses and ….. the garden bench. 

A) washed, cleaned, pruned, trimmed, watered, mowed, repainted 
B) cleaned, washed, mowed, trimmed, pruned, watered, repainted 
C) repainted, pruned, mowed, watered, trimmed, cleaned, washed 
D) cleaned, washed, trimmed, watered, pruned, mowed, repainted 

24. You know, Mum, I think the new dishwasher is like a …… We really don’t need it. 

A) black cat   B) white dolphin  C) white elephant D) black sheep 

25. Diane: ‘Are you sure Tom will like this book for his birthday present?’ 

Suzy: ‘….. ‘ 

A) I’m positive      C) Possibilty 
B) How sure you never know    D) Correctly 
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26. Brad: ‘I like staying in shape, that’s why I often go ….. .’ 

A) to the theatre  B) shopping  C) to school  D) to the gym 

27. QWERTY is: 

A) a kind of tablet    
B) a mobile phone application 
C) a board game 
D) the first six letters on most computer keyboards 

28.  The TV presenter:         

1. Queen Elizabeth II lives in …… . 
2. In Great Britain you can pay in …..  
3. The Beatles started their career in ….. . 
4. Princes William and Harry’s mum’s  name was …… . 
5. In Britain children must start their education at the age of ….. . 
6. The present Prime Minister of GB is …… 

The correct set of answers was given by: 

A) Ann: B) Tom: C) Jack: D) Kelly: 
1. Buckingam 
Palace 

1. Westminster 
Abby 

1. Tower of London 1. Buckingam 
Palace 

2. dollars 2. euros 2. euros 2. pounds 
3. Liverpool 3. New York 3. London 3. Liverpool 
4. Victoria 4. Mary 4. Elizabeth 4. Diana 
5. seven 5. five 5. six 5. five 
6. Margaret 
Thatcher 

6. the Queen 6. Barack Obama 6. David Cameron 

29. According to Lisa in China, there is/are ….. right answer/answers: 
1. In Hong Kong you can enjoy both the sea and the mountains. 
2. People in Hong Kong speak Mandarin Chinese. 
3. In busy Shanghai, people go to Yu Gardens to see the floating village. 
4. The Great Wall of China is 1,000 years old. 

A) 1      B) 2    C) 3    D) 4 

30. According to Lisa in China, the highlighted word down means:  

1. instead of kings in Chinese history 
2. material “The Terracotta Soldiers” are made of 
3. very very big 
4. sad when away from home 
5. a person who shows places to visitors 
6. a kind of a tray you can turn and try each of different kind of 
food 

A) a traditional Chinese dish    C) a beautiful old Chinese building  
 B) weather conditions     D) a type of Chinese garden 
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